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ABSTRACT
In this paper, an acoustic event detection system is proposed. It
consists of a noise reduction signal enhancement step based on the
noise power spectral density estimator proposed in [1] and on the
noise suppression by [2], a Gabor filterbank feature extraction stage
and a two layer hidden Markov model as back-end classifier. Optimization on the development set yields up to a F-Score of 0.73 on
frame based and 0.63 on onset and offset based measure.
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Acoustic event detection (AED) is increasingly used in many fields
of application, e.g. for surveillance and security issues [3–6] or in
the field of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) [7, 8]. In a past AED
challenge, i.e. the CLEAR’07 (Classification of Events, Activities
and Relationships) challenge [9] that was part of the CHIL project
[10], detecting acoustic events in a meeting room scenario has been
addressed. The proposed AED approaches were mainly based on
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) in conjunction with
hidden Markov models (HMMs) [11–13]. Only one approach utilized a support vector machine instead [14]. The AED system that
could demonstrate best recognition performance in the CLEAR’07
challenge used different feature streams in conjunction with a feature selection algorithm and a HMM back-end [15].
In this contribution, a system is proposed that can be separated
into three main processing blocks (cf. Figure 1(a)). First, the acoustic input signal is preprocessed using minimum statistics (MS) noise
estimation [1] and log-amplitude spectral attenuation for noise suppression [2]. Second, acoustic features are extraced by applying 2D
Gabor filters on a Mel-warped spectro-temporal representation [16].
Third, the feature stream is fed to an HMM back-end. The performance of the proposed AED system is evaluated using the office
live environment recordings of the IEEE AASP challenge [17].
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the proposed AED system. (b) Overview
of preprocessing and feature extraction.

2. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
The time-domain input signal y(t) = x(t) + n(t) consists of the
signal x(t) containing the events of interest and additive noise n(t).
In this contribution, the acoustic input signal y(t) is resampled to
fs = 16 kHz and one channel is used. By short time Fourier transform (STFT) using a Hanning window of 32 ms and 50% overlap
we obtain Yl,k = Xl,k + Nl,k in the block frequency domain. Here,
l and k are the frame and frequency bin indices of the complex
spectrum, respectively. The noise-reduction consists of two steps as
shown in Figure 1(b), a noise power spectral density (PSD) estimator and a noise suppression. The MS estimator as decribed in [1]
estimates the noise PSD from a noisy signal by tracking the minima of the power of the input signal for each frequency bin along
time. As the office noise of this challenge’s corpus is only slowly
time-varying, MS is an appropriate method to estimate the noise
2
PSD |Nd
l,k | . The decision directed approach (DDA) [2] is used to
remove the noise from the input spectrum Yl,k to obtain an estimate
bl,k , and after inverse short time Fourier
of the clean event signal X
transform (ISTFT) the time-domain signal of the acoustic events
x̂(t). As the feature extraction is also done in the frequency domain
this ISTFT step is only made necessary by our implementation that
uses different window length and overlap (25 ms and 15 ms) for the
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feature extraction.
The processed signal x̂(t) is represented by spectro-temporal
modulation patterns called Gabor filterbank (GBFB)-features as
proposed in [16]. The use of Gabor filters is motivated by their
similarity to spectro-temporal patterns of neurons in the auditory
cortex of mammals [18] and it has been shown that GBFB-features
can improve the robustness of classification schemes, e.g. for automatic speech recognition systems [19]. The features are extracted
using the reference MATLAB implementation available online [20],
′
STFT is applied to x̂(t) to obtain Xl,k
which is warped to obtain the
log Mel-spectrogram Ml,b , with b the Mel band index. In contrast
to the GBFB reference implementation that uses 23 Mel-bands between 64 Hz and 4 kHz, here the frequency range is extended to
8 kHz and the number of Mel-bands set to 31. The resulting log
Mel-spectrogram Ml,b is then 2D-convolved with 2D-filterbanks G
that are sensitive to frequency changes over time. The selected filterbanks G are shown on Figure 2. While purely spectral filters
(ωn = 0) are sensitive to spectral patterns like tonal components,
purely temporal filters (ωk = 0) are sensitive to broad-band onsets,
where ωn and ωk are the modulation frequency over time ad over
frequency respectively. The resulting feature matrix F of each data
file is then fed to the HMM recognizer.
3. BACK-END CLASSIFIER
For the back-end classifier, the Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK) [21]
is applied to build up an HMM recognition network with a task
grammar. HTK provides a speech recognition network of three levels: word level, model level and HMM level. In this contribution,
events are treated like words. The model level, that is used in speech
recognition to represent sub-words like phonemes, is not employed
here. Thus, the whole recognizer can be interpreted as a two-layer
HMM. The first layer is a fully connected HMM in which each
state is an event, i.e. each event can be accessed at every time. The
observations of these event states are themselves HMMs that are
trained independently using the extracted features. These events are
modeled by left-to-right HMMs with 3 emitting states (cf. [22]). To
estimate time regions in a signal in which no active event is present,
an extra silence class is modeled. For this class, 1 emitting state is
implemented resulting in a simple Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
The number of Gaussian mixtures for the event classes Mev and for
silence Msil are adjusted on the development set.
To estimate the time regions of events in a signal, Viterbi decoding [21] is used. Since the output can be highly fragmented,
i.e. several insertion and deletion errors may occur, a fixed logarithmic probability insertion penalty p is added to every event state
transition [21]. Thus, the probability to remain in an event/silence
state can be increased and a less scattered output is achieved.
4. EXPERIMENT SETUP
A training set and a development set of office recordings called Office Live Recordings (OL) were published by the organizers of the
AED challenge [17]. The final testing set was kept secret and will be
used for evaluation by the organizers. The published database consists of stereo recordings made in an office environment at 44.1 kHz
sampling frequency. Although recordings from a 4 channel audio
recording device are available they are not used for this contribution. The recordings comprise 16 classes: door knock, door slam,
speech, human laughter, clearing throat, coughing, drawer, printer,
keyboard clicking, mouse click, pen dropping, switch, keys, phone

Figure 2: Shapes of the different 2D GBFB filters.
ringing, alert, page turning. The given training set contains 20 to 24
single trimmed recordings per class with small silent margins in the
beginning and ending. The development set covers three recordings
with altogether 110 events in continuous streams, i.e. single events
alternated with short pauses.
As evaluation measures the F-Score and the acoustic event error rate (AEER) are used on frame, event onset, event on-/offset
and class-wise level [17]. The F-Score F represents the relation
between the precision P and the recall R.
F =

2·P ·R
P +R

(1)

The AEER is the sum of insertions I, deletions D and substitutions
S relative to the number of reference events N .
AEER =

I +D+S
N

(2)

5. RESULTS
The mentioned parameters for number of Gaussian mixture components Mev and Msil and the insertion penalty p for the back-end
HMM are optimized on the development set. The number of mixtures is kept equal for all events except for silence where a different
number is possible.
Numbers between 1 and 8 have been tested. This is done once
for the frame as well as for the on-/offset based measure. The best
results, optimized for the F-Score are shown in Table 1. If optimized
for the frame based performance, the F-Score is of 0.76 when the
on-/offset one is of 0,63. On the other hand if optimized for the on/offset performance, the F-Score is of 0.73 when the on-/offset one
is of 0,66.
6. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we propose an AED system that applies a noise
reduction based on a MS noise estimation and a DDA subtraction
before representing the signal with GBFB features. Those features
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Table 1: F-Score and AEER for the frame, onset and on-/offset based mesures (columns). The lines indicate whether the settings were
optimized due to the frame based F-Score or the on-/offset one.
settings
frame
onset
on-/offset
optimization Mev Msil
p
F
AEER
F
AEER
F
AEER
frame
3
8
-700
0.76
0.69
0.63
0.92
0.60
1.00
on-/offset
2
8
-700
0.73
0.67
0.66
0.75
0.63
0.80

are then fed to a two-layer-HMM that detects and classifies events.
Parameter optimization for the number of Gaussian mixtures and
a penalty p are done on the development set. The optimization is
done on the F-Score of the frame based approach as well as on the
on-/offset one which leads to slightly different results.
7. APPENDIX
The AED system is implemented in MATLAB utilizing the Signal
Processing Toolbox. The code is run by
run classifier(input,output,bFramemode)
input
output
bFramemode

...
...
...

path of input wav file.
path of output recognition file.
boolean indicating if frame based (1) metric or any event based metric (0) is to be
evaluated.

The algorithm includes HTK [21], that is compiled for a Linux
64-bit system. If another operating system is used the HVite
function has to be replaced.
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